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Across a Thousand Dead Worlds is a new horror space exploration tabletop 
roleplaying game that can be enjoyed as a single player experience, or in a group 
of up to five players, with or without a Game Master - by Blackoath 
Entertainment!

You'll create your Deep Diver, using a free-form character creation system, and 
begin your journey across the galaxy where you'll discover abandoned research 
facilities, explore scientific outposts, and traverse other dilapidated sites in 
search for ancient alien technology. 

Take refuge aboard Karum Station, your home between missions (as long as you pay 
the fees, of course), and enjoy a drink with your crewmates before spending your 
hard earned credits on equipment for the next mission. Grab your gear, check your 
vitals, and prepare to deploy Across a Thousand Dead Worlds!

Across a Thousand Dead Worlds is not only a complete 
RPG, but a sci-fi toolbox. Need to generate a planet 
or an alien station for your favorite sci-fi RPG? 
Would you like to solo any other sci-fi RPG but don't 
have the tools to do so? Roughly half of the book is 
dedicated to random tables and tools that can be 
easily implemented into any other sci-fi game.

LIVE NOW ON:

http://kck.st/3rnP2qJ

> Solo, co-op, or traditional GM-led gameplay
> Dark sci-fi setting (human-centric)
> Simple D20 resolution mechanics
> Deep and nuanced tactical combat, with optional simpler 

zone-based combat
> Full GM emulation rules
> Hundreds of tables to randomize all aspects of gameplay, 

from planet generation to NPC details or creature behavior
> Randomly generated missions and activities
> Deep character customization via talents and detailed gear

GAME OVERVIEW


